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A deadweight upon Ethiopian development, yet somehow
the mean of her advance, lay the Ethiopian Coptic Church.
Its monasteries, translation of the celebrated " Debra "
which prefixes so many Ethiopian place-names, were
scattered all over the plateau, teaching the Ethiopian
to write, yet at the same time restricting his economic
growth. For the Church is a great landowner and main-
tains the principle of serfdom with a rigidity founded, like
everything arguable in Ethiopia, upon the Old Testament
and the tradition of Solomon and Sheba.
The church schools, since they taught a common
caligraphy, spread a common culture over Ethiopia. But
this unifying force was discounted by their extreme laziness
as a class. They loved nothing more than political intrigue,
provided that they could sit down to it. They were used
by the Emperor for his espionage service, but they were
easily intimidated by any display of force.
At the centre of this quiet country life, and framework
of the peasantry and the Church, both of whom paid it vast
respect, lay the peculiar Ethiopian system of chieftainship.
It has been described, and I shall describe it in shorthand,
as a feudal system. But it has little kinship with the feudal
systems of Europe. It was, above all, the element
in Ethiopian life which changed. The peasantry remained
the same, the Church and language remained the same.
But the chiefs and the King of Kings at its head, changed
continually.
The Ethiopian system was not a feudal system : it was a
tough-man system. Its type was Ras Mulugeta, the Minister
of War when I was in Ethiopia ; or Fitorari Hapta Giorghis,
the Galla who was Minister of War before him.
These men rose through their warlike abilities in the time
of Menelik. They began with the rank of simple Ato—
the Ethiopian esquire ; they went through all the grades
that were open to them. Hapta Giorghis was not a Ras,
because he was pure Galla : but as the Fitorari and ruler
of rich provinces he was the equal if not the superior of the
Ras of the plateau.
With new Emperors, new men sprang to the front and,
according to the strength of the central power, were given
provinces on the periphery. Families which, because of

